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KINGDOM OF MOROCCO
*********
NATIONAL INTERPROFESSIONAL OFFICE FOR
CEREALS AND PULSES
*********
ONICL
CIRCULAR
RELATING
INTERNAL MARKETING OF CEREALS
AND PULSES OF THE 2017 HARVEST
1. REGULATORY BASIS
• Law No. 12-94 on ONICL and the organization of the cereals and pulses market, promulgated by the
Dahir No. 1-95-8 of Ramadan 22, 1415 (February 22, 1995), especially his article 11;
• The Joint Order of the Minister of the Interior, the Minister of Economy and Finance and the Minister
of Agriculture and Maritime Fisheries fixing the terms and conditions for the purchase of common
wheat the manufacture of subsidized flours, as well as the conditions of manufacture, packaging and
putting on sale of said flours;
• The Circular of the Minister of Agriculture and Maritime Fisheries, Rural Development and Water and
Forestry bearing the No. 01 / ONICL of May 9, 2017 on the marketing of cereals of the 2017 harvest;
• The Joint Decision of the Minister of Agriculture and Maritime Fisheries, Development Rural and
Water Resources and the Minister of Economy and Finance, of May 19, 2017, relating to the lump sum
subsidy and the storage premium allocated to the common wheat national production of the harvest
2017.
2. SCHEME OF THE MARKETING OF THE COMMON WHEAT
2.1. The reference price of the national production
The reference price for purchase of common wheat of the national production of the 2017 harvest is
280.00 dirhams per quintal (dh / ql). This price is for standard quality (as defined in Appendix I
attached) and includes all charges, taxes and margins inherent in the purchase from producers and
delivery to the mill. It may be where appropriate, more or fewer reductions whose rates are freely
negotiable between the parties concerned.

2.2. Primary collect period
The primary collect period is fixed between May 15 and October 15, 2017. This period may be reduced
or extended, depending on the progress of collect and supply.
2.3. Storage premium
Storage agencies (merchants of cereals as well as Moroccan Agricultural Cooperatives and their Union)
as defined in article 11 of the aforementioned law n ° 12-94 will benefit from a purchase premium of
two (2.00) dirhams per quintal per fortnight for the storage of common wheat of the national
production 2017.
The storage premium is served only on the stocks from the purchases made during the period of primary
collect, declared and validated by the services of liquidation of the ONICL.
The storage premium is allocated to the storage agencies under the following conditions:
-

It is served for the quantities of common wheat held by the storage agency in its depots for a
fortnight. It should be pointed out that the premium is calculated on the basis of two fortnights
per month and that it is granted for stocks held on the 1st and 16th of each month, knowing that
the outflows are deducted from stocks declared for the previous fortnight and that any entry is
considered to have took place on the last day of the fortnight;

-

The first storage premium is served on the stocks declared on June 1, 2017 and still held on June
16, 2017 and the last premium is served for the second fortnight of December 2017;

-

The quantities of common wheat of national production of the harvest 2017 retained in the
framework of an organized calls for tenders for manufacture of subsidized flours will not cease
to benefit from the storage premium until at least two weeks (a fortnight) after the date of
notification of the successful contractors of the results of the calls for tenders;

-

The stock of the end of the primary collect period eligible for the storage premium is stopped as
being the one held by the operator, declared by him and recorded by the ONICL at that date.
After that date, the eligible stock is reduced every fortnight, of either an equivalent quantities to
seven per cent (7%) of the storage of the primary collect period stock or quantities actually sold
during the fortnight, whichever is greater, When a storage agency has stocks at several depots,
the said reduction is made on the basis of the global stock held by the said Agency;

-

The Storage mode in the open air is not eligible for the storage premium;
In addition, it should be noted that:

-

The batches consisting of bulk or bag must have placards bearing in visible figures, the quantities
stored and their main average physical characteristics, particularly the mass per hectoliter
(specific weight). For the particular case of the batches being created, a derogation concerning
the obligation regarding marking the main physical characteristics is granted until October 16,
2017;

-

Operators are required to arrange their batches of wheat so they can easily be counted and
assessed. The ONICL reserves the right to require the beneficiary operator a good organization
of its batches in order to facilitate the census of quantities under the load and the full
responsibility of the operator. In case of refusal of the operator, the ONICL reserves the right to
not grant the storage premium since June 1, 2017 on the quantities that its agents cannot easily
identify.

-

In the event of finding, among a trader pretending to the storage premium, missing quantities,
they will be deducted effective the last inspection carried out by the ONICL and this without
prejudice to the other provisions in force.

3. LUMP SUM SUBSIDY
The quantities of common wheat of the 2017 harvest, acquired and declared to the ONICL during the
period from May 15 to October 15, 2017, will receive a lump sum subsidy of ten (10.00) dirhams per
quintal in the conditions below:
-

For flour mills, the subsidy is served on the basis of an individual commitment (model in Annex
II) duly signed by the authorized representative of the flour mills and deposited at the ONICL
External Service at the beginning of the collect. This commitment must be attached:
- For purchases made from the producers: a monthly recapitulative statement of receipts
(according to model in annex III) prepared by his care. The first state must be accompanied by a
declaration on honor (according to model in annex IV);
- For free purchases (excluding those of the ONICL (A.O) carried out by storage agencies:
a monthly summary statement of purchases (according to model in annex V) prepared by its care
and accompanied by related contracts (according to model in annex VI).

-

For the storage agencies, the lump sum subsidy is served on the eligible stocks of common wheat
of the 2017 harvest held on October 16, 2017, not engaged in the tenders submitted at that date
and delivered to the flour mills before June 1, 2018. This stock is, if necessary, adjusts to the
quantities actually encountered by the ONICL.

The payment of the lump sum subsidy to the storage agencies will be as follows:
-

A first 60 percent of the subsidy amount is served on the basis of the maximum eligible stock
declared at the end of the primary collect period not engaged in the calls for tenders on that date.
The stock eligible for the lump sum subsidy on October 16, 2017 must be declared in accordance
with the model in Annex VII. The declaration must be filed under the same conditions as the
fortnight's declarations.
Storage agencies are required to attach a declaration of honor to their stock declaration at the end
of the primary collect period (model in Annex VIII).

-

A regularization between the ONICL and the storage agency is carried out on the basis of the
quantities of the eligible stock not entered in the calls for tenders and actually delivered to the
flour mills, justified by recapitulative statements signed jointly by the storage agency and the
beneficiary mills (model in Annex IX) and accompanied by a request of regularization (model in
annex X).

The quantities for which the records are deposited on the ONICL beyond December 31, 2018 are no
longer eligible for payment of the lump sum subsidy. If the storage agency does not submit the
documents required in this period, the ONICL would conduct the immediate resumption of the lumpsum subsidy on the quantities for which the delivery to the mill has not been justified, the storage
agency concerned can no longer claim the lump sum subsidy after the regularization.
After the period of primary collect, the quantities declared by the storage agencies not engaged in
tenders that delivered to other than the flour mills, during a given fortnight are deducted in total of the
eligible stock at the hands of the operator has declared that it has made purchases during the previous

fortnight, in which case the stock eligible for the lump sum subsidy is reduced by the only surplus of the
quantities delivered to other than the flour mills in relation to those purchases.
In addition, regional commissions, composed of representatives of ONICL and possibly representatives
of the Ministry of Agriculture, Maritime Fisheries, Rural Development and Water and Forests, will
make a census of the stocks held by the storage agencies at the time of beginning and end of the primary
collect period. If the counted quantities are less than 5% of the declared quantities, the operator's
declaration as a basis for payment shall be adjusted accordingly.
Under penalty of non-grant of the lump sum subsidy, a Register of Daily Movements (Purchases and
exits / milling) of the common wheat of the 2017 harvest must be held:
-

By storage agencies, by depot (or group of depots under the same External Service of ONICL);

-

By the flour mills, by unit including its stocks among others.

The operator must declare daily the entries and exits of the 2017 common wheat on the page of the
ONICL portal dedicated for this purpose. The daily declarations on the ONICL portal are proof of the
Daily Movement Register.
In the absence of daily declarations on the portal, the operator must inform the ONICL of the beginning
of the purchases and must:
1) Keep up to date a physical register whose pages are numbered, connected and not detachable.
This register must include information on local wheat movements 2017 (according to the agreed
format with the ONICL)
Transmit daily to the External Service of the ONICL, the movements by fax or email OR any other
means, with acknowledgment of receipt (according to the agreed format with the ONICL).
The first daily declaration is to be issued on May 16, 2017, is for the current purchases of the 2017
harvest, and still held in stock on that date.
The cumulative quantities declared daily by the operators must be consistent with the bi-monthly
declarations, the monthly statements and, where applicable, the declarations of the end of the eligible
collect period. In case of a discrepancy, discrepancies that are not validly justified to the ONICL will not
be eligible for lump sum subsidy.
In the event where the ONICL requests the operator to provide all the parts, purchase, receipt, delivery,
identification of suppliers and / or customers and payments. If valid documents are not presented, the
quantities concerned would be considered ineligible for the lump sum subsidy.
4. TREATMENT OF TENDER WHEAT REPORT STOCKS
During the first period, the quantities constituting the stock of postponement to May 15, 2017 must be
delivered exclusively to the operators declared to the ONICL. To this effect:
• The quantities not engaged in tenders held by storage agencies on the date of May 15, 2017 and
delivered during the primary period, other than declared operators to ONICL will be deducted from the
eligible stock for the lump sum subsidy;
• The quantities held by the storage agencies on the date of May 15, 2017, and delivered in a fortnight
given during the primary period to other than the operators declared to ONICL, will also be deducted

from the stock eligible for the storage premium corresponding fortnight of delivery than those of the
following fortnights.. The reduction will be made up to the eligible stocks.
In this title, the storage agencies with carry-in stocks of common wheat to May 15, 2017 (import or
local) are required to attach to the first declaration of May 16, 2017, the procedure specific to the
management and disposal of those stocks (annex XI) duly signed and legalized.
5. COMMON WHEAT INTENDED TO THE MANUFACTURE OF SUBSIDIZED FLOURS
In accordance with Article 2 of the Joint Order of the Minister of the Interior, the Minister of Economy
and Finance and the Minister of Agriculture and Maritime Fisheries fixing the conditions for the
purchase of common wheat for the manufacture of subsidized flours, as well as the conditions for the
manufacture, packaging and sale of the said flours, the mobilization of the said wheat during the 20172018 marketing year may be carried out by means of calls for tenders organized by the ONICL with
other storage agencies for delivering it to the mills.
The procedures of organization of these calls for tenders will be defined in the special conditions (CPS)
provided for this purpose.
The common wheat intended for the manufacture of the subsidized flours retained in the framework of
calls for tenders, is delivered to the flour mill, in accordance to the program established by the ONICL,
to the uniform transfer price of 258.80 DH/QL for a standard quality, as defined in Annex I. The price
may be the subject, possibly, of bonuses or reductions depending on the scale laid down in Annex XII.
The goods may be refused beyond the accepted tolerances listed in Annex XIII.
6. QUALITY OF COMMON WHEAT PLACED IN STOCK
The common wheat that benefiting from the premium storage is understood to be healthy, fair and
merchantable quality, free from smell, toxic substances and live predators regardless the stage of their
development. The ONICL reserves the right to ensure that the eligible stored quantities for the storage
premium meet these conditions.
The conditions of delivery and recognition of quality in the framework of the call for tenders will be
made in accordance with the specific provisions within the framework of the special conditions which
will be established for this purpose.
7. TRANSPORT FOR THE BENEFIT OF NATIONAL FREE COMMON WHEAT
The transport costs of the common wheat of national production to the destination of outlying
beneficiary areas (Ouarzazate and Errachidia) are supported by the State on the basis of special rates
adopted in Annex XIV; it is reproduced by the ONICL to the party having supported (storage agency or
a flour mill) in the light of a monthly statement jointly signed by both parties (Annex XV). The
quantities for which the payment documents deposited after the sixth month following the month of
delivery are no longer eligible for the transport support.
8. TAX OF MARKETING AND CONTRIBUTION WARRANTY
The quantities of commercialized cereals and pulses are subject to the marketing tax for cereals and

pulses and to the guarantee contribution (0.01 dh / ql) as provided for and respectively in the Decree No.
2-00-363 of June 28, 2000 and by the Joint Order no. 673-14 of March 4, 2014. The rates of the
marketing tax are as follows:
Product

Dirham per quintal

Common wheat and durum wheat

1.90

Barley, corn and rice

0.80

Other cereals

0.80

Pulses

1.00

The procedures for the collection of the tax of marketing of cereals and pulses and the contribution of
the warranty are defined by the Circular No 6/ONICL/DCML of December 31, 2014.
9. ESTABLISHMENT OF DECLARATIONS
9.1. Bi-monthly and monthly declarations
In accordance with articles 11 and 13 of the above-mentioned Law 12-94 and the Circular No. 05
ONICL / DCML of December 17, 2014, the storage agencies as well as the industrial users of cereals
(industrial flour mills, fodder operators, rice operators and others) are obliged to draw up and send to the
ONICL External Service on which they depend, the bimonthly and monthly declarations according to
the models which are fixed there,
For the free common wheat of the national production of the 2017 harvest, the storage agencies must
establish two biweekly slips:
 A slip of a fortnight for the free common wheat (Annex XVI)
 A slip of fortnight for common wheat issued under calls for tenders organized by the ONICL
(common wheat A.O) (Annex XVII).
The quantities of common wheat held in stock, retained in the framework of calls for tenders, must be
registered on the slips of the fortnight during which the notification took place:
 At output "tender" on the slip of the free common wheat fortnight;
 At input "tender" on the slip of the common wheat (A.O) 2017 harvest.
For the common wheat of the national production of the 2016 harvest, the storage agencies are required
to draw up a slip of specific fortnight (model in annex XVIII) until the corresponding stocks are
liquidated.
9.2. Monitoring the collection of common wheat
During the intense collect period, the declarations of the collect will be made daily by each operator by
seizing inputs and outputs on the ONICL portal. The operators' access to individual accounts is granted
to them on the basis of a written request (see model on the ONICL website www.onicl.org.ma) to be
deposit at the ONICL external services.

10. COMPLIANCE WITH PROVISIONS AND MODELS
The provisions and the different models envisaged by the present circular must be obligatorily respected
by the operators, in default; the ONICL reserves the right to take the necessary measures.
Stamp and signature of the
DIRECTOR GENERAL OF THE ONICL

ANNEX I
Standard common wheat characteristics
Specific weight

77 KG / HL

Various impurities

1%

Sprouted grains

1%

Broken grains

2%

Scalded grains

2.5%

Barley

1%

ANNEX II
Individual Commitment of industrial mills
(to attach to the bimonthly declaration of May 16, 2017)
I undersigned Mr. (1) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . in quality of ………………………
........................................... of the mill (2)…………………………….. patent number…............... and
trade register number ....................... acting under the powers which vested in me and whose head office
is domiciled........................................................................... ............... ...................................
I undertake, in addition to the obligations arising from Law 12-94 relating to the ONICL and the
organization of the cereals and pulses market, to:
1.

Manufacture and sell flour free of common wheat at prices comparable to those practices currently on the
market, to local rungs and regional;

2. Prohibit all exports of products and by-products of common wheat that have benefited from a state
subsidy;
3.

To send to the ONICL, in the form and within the time established by it, the existing reporting
requirements;

4.

Declaring daily, via the ONICL portal and during the primary collect period, all the movements of
common wheat from harvest 2017.
In the absence of daily declarations on the portal, I undertake to inform the ONICL since the beginning of
my purchases and to:

1. Keep up to date a physical register whose pages are numbered, connected and not detachable.
This register must include information on the movements of local common wheat of 2017
(according to the format agreed with the ONICL)
2. Transmit daily, to the ONICL External Service, the movements by fax or
e-mail or any other means with acknowledgment of receipt.
5. Sign a contract with each cereals merchant for any tender order specifying the commitments of each one
of the two parties; a copy of the contract must be sent to the ONICL's external service in which the
operator reports since its establishment;
6. Provide to the ONICL Services, if they require it, any documents, records, or information justifying the
crashes referred to in my declarations (records of electrical consumption, scales records, etc.)
7. If the ONICL requests it, to make the entries of wheat eligible for the lump sum subsidy and the outputs
of their products only in the conditions specified by the ONICL. Failing that, the quantities of wheat put
in question by the ONICL will not benefit from the lump sum subsidy.

Done at ......................, date...........................
Representative's signature (s) legal (and) flourmill
preceded by the words read and approved
(1)Specify the person authorized to sign on behalf of the mill
(2)Company’s name

ANNEX III
MONTHLY SUMMARY STATEMENT OF RECEIPTS
ESTABLISHED BY THE FLOUR MILL
DATE

No of the voucher

Quantity per QX

TOTAL

Flour mill
Certifies exact and sincere information above-indicated
(Stamp, signature, signatory quality and date of signature)

Chief of the service of the ONICL
Conform to the registrant's material accountancy
(Stamp and signature)

NB: Document sent by the External Services of the ONICL to the DCML

ANNEX IV
DECLARATION ON THE HONOR
(To be attached to the first payment file of the lump sum subsidy)
I the undersigned: ....................................................................................
Name of the mill: ....................................................................................
Address of the mill: ................................................................................
 Declare to have taken knowledge of the provisions of the regulations and organizational relating
to the marketing of the common wheat of national production, and accepts fully and without
reserve including all those contained in the circular of the ONICL relating to the internal
marketing of the harvest 2017;
 Declared on the honor buy the common wheat on the basis of the price reference system of the
national production of 280 dirhams per quintal, for a standard quality, delivered mill, and
arrangements made for this purpose;
 Certify that the statements of purchases and crushes are true and sincere,

Done at:........................., date: ............................
Signature of the responsible person
(Specify name and quality)
Stamp of the flour mill

NB: Document sent by the External Services of the ONICL to the DCML

ANNEX V
MONTHLY SUMMARY STATMENT OF PURCHASES
MADE BY THE FLOUR MILL WITH THE
STORAGE AGENCIES 2017 HARVEST

Sector
Organization

Reference
Contract

Pickup
location

Quantity Covered by
the Contract in QX

Flour mill
Certifies exact and sincere information above-indicated
(Stamp, signature, signatory quality and date of signature)

Chief of the service of the ONICL
Conform to the registrant's material accountancy
(Stamp and signature)

NB: Document sent by the External Services of the ONICL to the DCML

Quantity Released
Delivered in QX

ANNEX VI
COMMERCIAL CONTRACT FOR THE ACQUISITION
OF COMMON WHEAT
1
2
3

Date of contract

Purchaser

Company’s name:.............

Head office: ..............

Trade register No: ...

Patent No: ...

Company’s name: ...

Head office: ..............

o

Seller

Patent No: ...

Trade register N : ...

...................Quintals by Bulk/ / by Bag / /

4

Quantity

Tolerance of weight: ..............................

5

Commodity: Common wheat

Destination (national flour or free flour):...............................

contractual value

6
Criteria

Basis

Tolerance

Bonus

refraction

Quality

............DH /QL

7
8

Price

Delivered mill / / unloaded / / loaded / / others / /

Mode of transport

Truck / / Wagon / /

Delivery period

From ...................... to..........................
Notice to the option (of the purchaser) / (of seller)

Delivery rate (in accordance
with the delivery period ratified)

.................................................Quintals / day
Check / / Transfer / / Commercial bills / / Others / /

9

Payment

10

Arbitration (in case of dispute):

11

Time within: ...........days, from.................

The seller

The purchaser

(Sector Organization)

( Beneficiary mill)

Signature

The common wheat must be of sound, fair and marketable quality, free from flair, toxic substances,
insects and / or live parasites. Basic quality and the tolerances are those appearing in the ONICL circular
relating to the marketing of the 2017 harvest.

ANNEX VII
NATIONAL INTERPROFESSIONAL
OFFICE FOR CEREALS AND PULSES
DECLARATION OF ELIGIBLE STOCK
TO THE 2017 LUMP SUM SUBSIDY
DECLARATION AS OF OCTOBER 16, 2017
Sector Organization
Company’s Name:
Address:
Center:

By
Quintals


Harvest stock 2017 at the end of the primary collect period (1)



Stock of the 2017 harvest engaged in tenders at the end of the primary collect period (2)
Stock eligible for the lump sum subsidy (1) - (2)

 Cumulative amount from carryover stock to May 15, 2017 delivered to miscellaneous during the
primary collect period to deduct Eligible Stock .·

RESERVE AT THE SERVICE OUTSIDE OF THE
ONICL
(Declaration consistent with the stock notes according to the
visit report of .................. and to the relevant accounts of the
operator)

Undersigns and certifies the
accuracy of the information on this
declaration.
Done at: .........................
Date: .......................
Signature:

The ONICL reserves the right to question this statement in the event of an investigation revealing the
non-sincerity of its contents.
NB: Document sent by the External Services of the ONICL to the DCML

ANNEX VIII
DECLARATION ON THE HONOR
TRADER OR COOPERATIVE
(To be attached the declaration of fortnight of October 16, 2017)
I the undersigned: ....................................................................................
Name of the trader or the cooperative: ....................................................................................
Address of the trader or the cooperative: ................................................................................
 Declare to have taken knowledge of the provisions of the regulations and organizational relating
to the marketing of the common wheat of national production, and accepts fully and without
reserve including all those contained in the circular of the ONICL relating to the internal
marketing of the harvest 2017;
 Declared on the honor buy the common wheat on the basis of the price reference system of the
national production of 280 dirhams per quintal, for a standard quality, delivered mill, and
arrangements made for this purpose;
 Request the ONICL to proceed with the payment of the lump sum subsidy on the bank account
relates to the enclosed RIB Certificate. Payment of sums due on this account will completely
release ONICL.
Done at: .................., date: ............................
Signature of the responsible person
(Specify name and quality)
Stamp of the trader or the cooperative

NB: Document sent by the External Services of the ONICL to the DCML

ANNEX IX
LIQUIDATION OF THE LUMP-SUM SUBSIDY
SUMMARY STATEMENT OF DELIVERIES OF THE ELIGIBLE STOCK
OF COMMON WHEAT OF THE HARVEST 2017 HELD AS OF OCTOBER 16, 2017
Sector Organization:...................................
Flour mill receiver:......................................
Month-Year

Fortnight (1 or 2)

Quantity by QX

Free / No AO

Storage Agency

Flour Mill

(stamp, signature and name of the responsible person,
date) (certifies having delivered the quantities on this
condition to the indicated flour mill)

(stamp, signature and name of the responsible person, date)
(certifies that it has received the quantities in this condition
from the indicated storage agency)

Chief of the service of the ONICL
(of which the storage agency is recovering)

In accordance with the relevant accounts of the storage agency
(stamp and signature)

NB: Document sent by the External Services of the ONICL to the DCML
ANNEX X
REQUEST FOR DEFINITIVE REGULARIZATION
OF THE LUMP SUM SUBSIDY
(To be deposited at the ONICL no later than December 31, 2018)
I undersigned, Mr.(1) ...........................................
In quality of: ..............................................................
Of the company / Cooperative: ..................................
Acting under the powers which vested in me and whose head office is domiciled:
.......................................................................................... ...................................
 Request by the present to proceed to the final regularization and definitive of the lump sum
subsidy.
 Declares firm and definitive, the attached (recapitulative) number (s) justifying all the quantities
actually delivered to the mills on the stock eligible for the lump sum subsidy.
 Declare that I waive the lump sum subsidy for the 2017 harvest for the remainder of the
quantities of the eligible stock not appearing on the recapitulative statements for which I agree to
no longer claim the lump sum subsidy concerning them.
Done at: ................., date: ............................
Signature of the responsible person
(Specify name and quality)
Stamp of the trader or the cooperative
Reference of Reception by the External Service of the ONICL:


No of courier: ............................................



Deposit date: ............................................

NB: Document sent by the External Services of the ONICL to the DCML

ANNEX XI
SPECIFIC MANAGEMENT AND DISPOSAL PROCEDURE
OF COMMON WHEAT AVAILABLE AS OF MAY 2017
(IMPORT AND INTERNAL HARVEST)
To be submitted by the storage agencies which have storage standard
of common wheat as of May 15, 2017
I undersigned ... .............................. .......................................committed to:


Individualize the stocks from among those identified by report to other stocks committed in the
framework of calls for tender or from purchases made after the date of the May 15, 2017. These
stocks must include signs bearing the apparent mention "carry in stocks of May 15, 2017" as
well as the quantities stored and their specific weight;



During the primary period, deliver the quantities constituting the stock of report exclusively to
the operators declared to the ONICL. Any quantity of this stock delivered, during a fortnight,
other than to these operators will be deducted as well from the stock eligible for the
corresponding storage premium of that fortnight than those of the following fortnights. The
deduction will be made up to eligible stocks.
In this title, if the ONICL requires it, inform by writing the External Services of the ONICL at
the latest two working days before any modification or output of carry in stocks.
Similarly, any quantity of this stock delivered to other than the operators declared to the ONICL
will be deducted from the quantities eligible for the lump sum subsidy.



To put at the disposal to the ONICL agents, at the time of each inspection, the justifying
documents of delivery, in particular:
 The commercial invoice, which must indicate, among other things, the mention of
"BT carry in stocks of May 15, 2017 ";
 Copy of the check and the credit note or, where applicable, the transfer notice;
 Weighing tickets;
 Delivery vouchers clearly indicating the consignee, the quantity, the delivery date,
the registration number of the truck, the stamps and the signatures of the authorized
officials of the delivery agency and the flour mill;



Hold separate material accounts of carry in stocks;

I declare to have taken knowledge of the provisions of the regulations and organizational relating to the
marketing of the common wheat of national production, and the conditions for the allocation of the
storage premium and the lump sum subsidy laid down by the Circular of the ONICL relating to the
internal marketing of the harvest 2017, and accept them entirely and without reservation.

ANNEX XII
APPLIED BONUS AND REDUCTIONS
FOR DELIVERY OF COMMON WHEAT ATTENDED
FOR THE MANUFACTURE OF SUBSTITUTED FLOURS
TO THE MILL
BONUS OR REDUCTION
CARACTERISTICS

(dh / point)

BONUS
Specific weight from 77.1 to 79kg/hl

1.12

Specific weight from 79.1 to 80 kg/hl

0.84

Specific weight from 80.1 to 81 kg/hl

0.70

REDUCTIONS
Specific weight from 76.9 to 75 kg/hl

1.12

Various impurities from 1.1 to 3%

2.80

Sprouted grains from 1.1 to 3%

1.40

Broken grains from 2.1 to 6%

1.40

Barley from 1.1 to 3%

0.63

Flanged grains from 1.1 to 3%

1.26

Seized grains from 1.1 to 3%

1.26

Scalded grains from 2.6 to 6%

1.26

The quality criteria are determined in accordance with the marketing authorization for common wheat issued by the Ministry of Agriculture
circular No 34 of December 29, 1994.

ANNEX XIII
TOLERANCE THRESHOLDS
FOR COMMON WHEAT ATTENDED
FOR THE MANUFACTURE OF SUBSTITUTED FLOURS
CARACTERISTICS

TOLERANCE THRESHOLDS

Specific weight

75 Kg/hl (minimum)

Various impurities

3% (maximum)

Sprouted grains

3%(maximum)

Broken grains

6%(maximum)

Scalded grains

6%(maximum)

Barley

3%(maximum)

Flanged grains

3%(maximum)

Seized grains

3%(maximum)

The quality criteria are determined in accordance with the marketing authorization for common wheat issued
by the Ministry of Agriculture circular No 34 of December 29, 1994.

ANNEX XV
LIQUIDATION OF TRANSPORT COSTS
MONTHLY SUMMARY STATEMENT
OF COMMON WHEAT DELIVERIES
Period of: ..................... TO: ............................
Cereal merchant: ........................................
Beneficiary area: .......................................
Beneficiary Flour mill: .......................................
Part having supported the transport: .........................................
Year of harvest (2016-2017)

Pickup location

Quantity by QX

Cereal merchant

Beneficiary flour mill

(stamp, signature and name of the responsible person,

(stamp, signature and name of the responsible person,

date)

date)

Chief of the service of the ONICL
(Which covered the party having supports the Transport in accordance with the material compatibility of the party having
supported the transport)
(stamp and signature)

ANNEX XVI
NATIONAL INTERPROFESSIONAL
OFFICE FOR CEREALS AND PULSE
Slip of
fortnight
Storage agency
Of:..........to: ...
Name:
Address:

Fortnight:
Product: Free common wheat
Type: Local / import
Harvest:
Center

A.INPUTS
Type

Transfer*

Origin of transfer
Deliverers / No AO

--------------------------

-----------------

-----------------------------------

Totals of fortnight
Internal reports
Totals to be reported
Total amount
*including the quantities of the AO and handing over to the operator to dispose them freely.
B.OUTPUTS
Recipients

Transfer**

Flour mill

Various

Waste

-------------------

----------------

---------------

-----------------

( beneficiary/ No of (AO) )

--------------------------------Totals of fortnight
Internal report
Totals to be reported
Total amount

** ** including the quantities retained in the AO.

The undersigned certifies / the accuracy
operations focused on present slip.
Done at: .................., date: ..................

Reserved for the external service of the ONICL
(Declaration in accordance with the stock found according to the report of the visit of ............... and to the data entered on the register of the
accounting material of the operator

C. Existing stock
Whose.....................................Quintals in free open air
ONICL reserves the right to question the present declaration in the event of an investigation revealing the lack of sincerity of
its contents.

NB: Document sent by the External Services of the ONICL to the DCML

ANNEX XVII
NATIONAL INTERPROFESSIONAL
OFFICE FOR CEREALS AND PULSE
Slip of
fortnight
Storage agency
Of:...........to: ...
Name:
Address:

Fortnight:
Product: common wheat A.O
Type: Local / import
Harvest:
Center:

A.INPUTS
Transfer by AO

A.O No:

--------------------------

-----------------

--------------------------

-----------------

Totals of fortnight
Internal reports
Totals to be reported
Total amount
B.OUTPUTS
Flour
Mill

Totals
of
fortni
ght
Intern
al
report
s
Totals
to be
report
ed
Total
amou

Quantity

No of service order

-----------------------------------------------------

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

nt

The undersigned certifies / the
accuracy
operations focused on present
slip.
Done at:.................,
date:..................

C. EXISTING STOCK
Reserved for the external service of the ONICL
(Declaration in accordance with the stock found according to the report of the visit of ............... and to the data entered on the register of the
accounting material of the operator

ONICL reserves the right to question the present declaration in the event of an investigation revealing the lack of sincerity of
its contents.

NB: Document sent by the External Services of the ONICL to the DCML

ANNEX XVIII
NATIONAL INTERPROFESSIONAL
OFFICE FOR CEREALS AND PULSE

Slip of fortnight
Free common wheat
As of May 15, 2017

Fortnight of: .................
To:

Type: Local / import
Harvest:
Center:

Storage agency
Name:
Address:
Initial stock of carryover to May 31, 2017

………………………QX

B.OUTPUTS
Recipients

Transfer*

Flour mill

Various

--------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------

-----------------------------------------------

( beneficiary/ No
of (AO) )

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Totals of
fortnight (b)
Internal report
(c)
Total amount (b
+ c)

* including the quantities retained in the AO.
Final stock of report: a-(b c)

..............................QX

The undersigned certifies / the
accuracy
operations focused on present
slip.
Done at:.................,
date:..................

Reserved for the external service of the ONICL
(Declaration in accordance with the stock found according to the report of the visit of ............... and to the data entered on the register of the
accounting material of the operator

ONICL reserves the right to question the present declaration in the event of an investigation revealing the lack of sincerity of
its contents.

NB: Document sent by the External Services of the ONICL to the DCML

